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Beirut

S
yrian rock bands fleeing 
war are finding safety and 
new fans in neighbouring 
Lebanon, where they are 
revitalising a Westernised 

scene with their focus on Arabic 
musical heritage.

Dozens of Syrian bands and in-
dependent artists have become 
mainstays of the Beirut music 
scene, performing emotive and of-
ten bleak songs in front of concert-
goers eager for fresh faces.

In a bright Beirut apartment, two 
members of Khebez Dawle, an al-
ternative rock band from Damas-
cus, practise surrounded by freshly 
hung laundry, balls of yarn and 
cups of tea.

“You’re still alive, under the 
siege?” sings Anas Maghrebi, the 
band’s lead singer, in their song 
Ayesh, which is Arabic for “Alive”.

“You loved and you grew up. You 
spent your life savings on a house 
— and now that house is gone. And 
you’re still alive.”

While some Syrian artists sing 
about everyday challenges and 
societal pressures, many use their 
music to talk about their experi-

ences of war. Khebez Dawle — the 
Arabic term for Syria’s ubiquitous 
state-subsidised bread — say their 
self-titled first album, released 
in December, attempts to give a 
young man’s “narrative of what 
happened in Syria”.

“We just tell the story as if we’re 
telling it to a friend,” Maghrebi 
says.

Khebez Dawle have much to re-
count about Syria’s war, which they 
fled in 2013, a year after a fellow 
band member was killed.

‘No pressure in Beirut’

They say arriving to the safety of 
Beirut breathed new life into the 
band after their friend’s death.

In contrast to Syria, where 
they faced violence and few ven-
ues, studios or opportunities for 
growth, rock bands see Beirut as an 
incubator for their talents.

“When we came to Beirut and we 
saw that there’s no pressure here, 
we said we want to take advan-
tage of everything. Everything we 
couldn’t have in Syria, we want to 
have here,” says Bashar Darwish, 
Khebez Dawle’s guitarist.

In Lebanon, Syrian musicians 
have made connections with pro-
ducers, filmmakers, venue owners 
and financiers.

Members of Syria’s Tanjaret Da-
ghet, Arabic for “pressure cooker”, 
left Syria for Lebanon in 2011.

While practising in their clut-
tered single-room underground 
studio one day, the band got a 
surprise visit from their Lebanese 
neighbour.

But instead of asking them to 
turn their music down, Raed al-
Khazen complimented Tanjaret Da-
ghet on their hard rock sounds and 
eventually became their producer.

“The opportunity that these guys 
got here, they would have never 
gotten in Syria,” says Khazen.

“The Lebanese scene gave them 

the freedom to express themselves, 
because we’re more open, because 
we listen, because we have venues 
where they can play.”

‘Example for Lebanese’

The Syrian bands are a regular 
sight at Lebanese underground 

venues, where they say high-en-
ergy audiences have encouraged 
them.

“The audience here helped us 
out a lot because they’re willing to 
pay for a ticket to come see some-
one who writes their own music,” 
says Tarek Khuluki, guitarist for 
Tanjaret Daghet.

“We met so many people here 
who opened up our minds and 
made us say, why not?” says Khaled 
Omran, the band’s lead singer and 
songwriter.

Hisham Jaber, artistic director 
at the Metro Al Madina venue that 
has hosted several Syrian acts, says 
the new arrivals have revived Leb-
anon’s “stagnant” underground 
scene.

For Khazen, this positive influ-
ence comes from Syrian musicians’ 
strong link with traditional Middle 
Eastern music and their command 
of the Arabic language. While Leb-
anese bands often sing in English, 
the Syrian bands tend to perform 
in Arabic and use more traditional 
Middle Eastern scales and harmo-
nies. “This is what gives their mu-
sic the depth that you don’t find 
much here,” Khazen says.

“The way they approach music, 
art and musical instruments should 
be an example for Lebanese guys.”

Maghrebi says the two-way re-
lationship has brought Syria and 
Lebanon closer.

“Now if you go look at the young 
music scene, there isn’t one scene 
in Lebanon and one scene in Syria,” 
he says.
“There’s a new scene for both.”
(Agence France-Presse)
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The evolving showcase of the Sharjah Biennial
Mini S. Menon

Dubai

A
rt, according to Oscar 
Wilde, is the most in-
tense form of individual-
ism. And in nation-states 
where individuals strug-

gle to cope with conflicts both in-
ternal and political, art becomes 
the most intimate expression of the 
self. Freeing itself from the confines 
of the expected and predictable, it 
draws upon experiences that are 
all but forgotten, seeking to explore 
the unchartered with a mix of scep-
ticism and ardour.

The past, the present, the possi-
ble — the title of Sharjah Biennial 12 
(SB12) — is as articulate as the works 
represented in it and as diverse as 
the emirate itself. A unique place 
steeped in the legacy of human 
presence dating back 125,000 years, 
Sharjah, one of the seven emirates 
making up the UAE, is nevertheless 
well poised for the transition into a 
future that is at once exciting and 
unknown. With 51 artists from 25 
countries presenting their works, 
many of them site- and context-spe-
cific, the title becomes all the more 
relevant.

SB12 does not, however, expect 
the artists and their works to con-
form to a theme. Rather they are en-
couraged to engage in conversations 
with each other. In the process, it 
does exactly what the title says: 
Acknowledge the past, without the 
typicality of wistfulness and nostal-
gia and, while standing firm on the 
vitality of the present, explore the 
possibilities the future holds

In a sense, this freedom from 
having to restrict themselves to a 
theme has worked to the artists’ ad-
vantage, particularly when it comes 

to artists of Arab origin. Liberated 
from the need to make overt politi-
cal statements, their works seem to 
depict traumas and struggles in an 
intensely personal yet understated 
manner. The casual visitor does not 
actually squirm but the disturbance 
felt is as real as it is lasting.

Steel Rings, a sculpture by Rayyne 
Tabet, from Beirut from the series 
The Shortest Distance Between Two 
Points talks about the establishment 
and eventual abandonment of The 
Trans-Arabian Pipeline (TAP), an 
ambitious project “conjoining his-
tory, geography and geometry” to 
build and operate a 1,213-kilometre-
long, 78-centimetre-wide pipeline 
to transport oil from Saudi Arabia to 
Lebanon through Jordan and Syria.

Comprising ten-centimetre sec-
tions manufactured to the same 
dimensions of the original pipeline, 
the installation occupies an entire 
wing of the Sharjah Museum and 
represents the hidden history of the 
TAP.

In her curatorial note, Eungie 
Joo says: “Mobilising a host of new 
commissions and works juxtaposed 
with a historical wealth of abstrac-
tion, The past, the present, the pos-
sible signals a distrust of narrative 
certitude in favour of unexpected 
simultaneities and potential alli-
ances.”

While not entirely devoid of a nar-
rative, serendipity does account for 
Cyprus, the fourth work in the series 
of Five Distant Memories: The Suit-
case, The Room, The Toys, The Boat 
and Maradona, another installation 
by Tabet featuring an 850-kilogram 
wooden boat precariously balanced 
next to a human-sized anchor.

Tabet’s father had rented the 
boat 29 years ago in a clandestine 
attempt to flee Lebanon with his 
family, a journey that lasted a mere 
30 minutes due to the impossibility 
of manoeuvring the massive ves-
sel to Cyprus as planned. A chance 
encounter with the same boat, now 
decommissioned, marked the start-
ing point for the work.

In his video titled The Fourth 
Stage, Ahmad Ghossein, also from 
Beirut, forays into the land of dys-
topia, interweaving cinema, magic 
and the changing landscape of 

southern Lebanon. Through an in-
quiry into the implications of the 
disappearance of a famous magi-
cian he assisted as a child, the artist 
raises the quintessential question: 
Have illusion and magic, elements 
that are essential in shaping a coun-
try’s collective imaginary, been re-
placed by other ideological and re-
ligious systems of fabulation forged 
by political parties and the nation-
state?

Through his works using the 
sawdust and glue relief technique, 
Abdul Hay Mosallam Harara, an ac-
tive member of the Palestine Libera-
tion Organisation (PLO) and former 
military pilot, speaks volubly about 
his commitment to liberation and 
peace, while decrying the violent 
suppression of his homeland. His 
works are a depiction of culture and 
traditions such as weddings and 
celebrations, of the normalcy of an 
everyday life that is in danger of be-
coming extinct.

In the absence of the objects seen 

by Palestinian Ayreen Anastas and 
Rene Gabri of Iran one moves away 
from the immediately personal and 
political to a more global and exis-
tential realm. Integrating perfor-
mance art with workshops, films 
and publications they raise ques-
tions of the human condition “in 
a world of increasing speed, scale, 
automation and accumulation by 
dispossession”.

Commissioned by Sharjah Art 
Foundation, the project encourages 
visitors not to just pass through, 
but take part in conversations, food 
and learning experiences, mak-
ing through workshops organised 
by artists and their collaborators 
throughout the duration of SB12.

Of particular note are the works 
by Rheim Alkadhi, including her 
new commission Communications 
from the Field of Contact (Each Hair 
is a Tongue) where she has solicited 
eyelashes of sea labourers — stran-
ger-participants — working along 
Sharjah Creek, and through those 

intimate exchanges with unfixed 
identities asks: Within this tempo-
rary field, how close can we get to 
seeing differently than before?

Emirati artists including Moham-
med Kazem, Hassan Sharif and Ab-
dullah Al Saadi narrate their own 
individual journeys in ways that are 
uniquely theirs, often reductive and 
minimalistic.

Since its inception in 1993, Shar-
jah Biennial has evolved, its growth 
as lateral as it is linear. Today it has 
become a confluence of “artists in-
volved in numerous and varied con-
versations, confrontational and col-
laborative, formal and existential.”

“Together their works offer both 
material experience and medita-
tive pause to reassert the need for 
wonder, mindfulness and query at 
this particularly disharmonious and 
decadent moment in human his-
tory,” Joo concludes.

Mini S. Menon is an Arab Weekly 
contributor in Dubai.
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